
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes, 2Summary of Partial FrationsFebruary 11, 2005Every rational funtion (quotient of polynomials) an be written as a polynomial plusa sum of one or more terms of the following forms:Ax+ B(x2 + 2bx+ )k ; C(x� a)k :A rational funtion expressed this way is said to be deomposed into partial frations. Theproess of �nding this deomposition is as follows: Given a rational funtion f(x)g(x) ,1. First, if the degree of g is larger already, just proeed to step 2 with f(x)g(x) . Otherwise, ifthe degree of f(x) is greater than or equal to the degree of g(x), divide g(x) into f(x)using polynomial long division and write f(x) = q(x)g(x) + r(x) for some quotientq(x) and remainder r(x). Then f(x)g(x) = q(x) + r(x)g(x)and the degree of r(x) is less than the degree of g(x). Continue to step 2 with r(x)g(x) .2. Fator g(x) ompletely into a produt of powers of linear polynomials and powers ofirreduible quadrati polynomials. (The fat that this an always be done is one formof the so-alled \Fundamental Theorem of Algebra". The famous mathematiian andphysiist Carl Friedrih Gauss gave the �rst omplete proof of this result in 1799.)3. Assemble the partial frations: For eah (x � a)m appearing in the fatorization ofg(x), inlude a group of termsC1(x� a) + C2(x� a)2 + � � �+ Cm(x� a)mFor eah (x2 + 2bx + )n appearing in the fatorization of g(x), inlude a group ofterms: A1x+B1x2 + 2bx+  + A2x+ B2(x2 + 2bx+ )2 + � � �+ Anx+ Bn(x2 + 2bx+ )n4. Set the rational funtion from step 1 (either the original f=g or r=g as appropriate)equal to the sum of the partial frations, lear denominators, and solve for the oef-�ients. This last step an be done either by substituting well-hosen x-values, or byequating oeÆients of like powers of x on both sides and solving the resulting systemof equations.An interesting onsequene of the partial fration method is that it shows, in priniple,that 1



Theorem. Every rational funtion has elementary antiderivatives.We add the \in priniple" here beause determining the fatorization of g(x) may not besimple in some ases, and we have not yet seen the methods that allow us to integrate thepartial frations with higher powers of quadrati polynomials in the denominator.In any ase, here's an example showing most of the di�erent things that an happen.Say we want to deompose x4 + 1x4 + x2into partial frations. First, the degree of the top is 4 and the degree of the bottom is 4also, so we begin by dividing the bottom into the top:x4 + 1 = 1(x4 + x2) + (�x2 + 1)This means x4 + 1x4 + x2 = 1 + �x2 + 1x4 + x2We ontinue to step 2 with the rational funtion�x2 + 1x4 + x2The fatorization of the denominator isx4 + x2 = x2(x2 + 1)Hene our general reipe for assembling the partial frations says:�x2 + 1x4 + x2 = C1x + C2x2 + Ax+ Bx2 + 1So after learing denominators and olleting terms,�x2+1 = C1x(x2+1)+C2(x2+1)+ (Ax+B)x2 = (A+C1)x3+ (B+C2)x2+C1x+C2Equating oeÆients of like powers of x,C2 = 1; C1 = 0; B + C2 = �1; A+ C1 = 0;so C2 = 1; C1 = 0; B = �2; A = 0:In other words, x4 + 1x4 + x2 = 1 + �x2 + 1x4 + x2 = 1 + 1x2 + �2x2 + 1From this we an integrate:Z x4 + 1x4 + x2 dx = Z 1 + 1x2 + �2x2 + 1 dx = x+ �1x � 2 artan(x) + C2


